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Microstructural changes in the body of chickens in response to the introduction of liquid inactivated vaccine
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Abstract. The article presents the effect of the proposed vaccine on the internal organs of chickens and histological
study in microsections of spleen, liver, kidneys and other organs. Thus, the PROTECTIVE vaccine made of
Pasteurella with optimal ratios of biochemical ingredients, prepared on the basis of polypotent, proteincarbohydrate, enzymatic medium adding adjuvant immunomodulator in the body of yearling hens, caused moderate
immunomorphological reactivity and showed high protective properties by intramuscular injection at a dose of 1,0
cm3. Immune mechanisms due to the vaccine, were showed in organs in the dynamics with activation of
macrophage, hyperplastic and plasma reactions throughout the observation period.
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Introduction
Multiingredient composition, of studied vaccine
necessitates detailing of reactogenic criterias and
detection of not only direct immune-morphological
processes [1, 2, 3], but also general pathological
changes in the organs of immune system mediated by
a set of immunizer component.
It is known that the spleen with its
hematopoietic functions is also involved in immune
rebuilding [4, 5, 6], of body, in response to antigenic
stimulation caused by the biological agent or a
protective antigen [7, 8, 9].
Histological studies in microsections of spleen
under the microscope after 7 days after
immunization, showed marked hemodynamic
abnormality of microcircular network. plasmatic
impregnation and serous edema sinusoids were
clearly shown, rarely, in a perivascular zone of
moderate perfusion, cells activation of the
reticuloendothelial basis of the follicle, weak
expansion of the reactive centers (in Figure 1) and the
proliferation of their cellular elements, sometimes
alternating reduction of the latter.
Progressed thickening of the shaft of the
population of T-lymphocytes, depletion of follicular
arteries, proliferation of their endothelium were
progressed. in the transformation of cells "xanthoma"
effects with light cytoplasm were observed in the
follicle. In addition, one of the three hens had
activation of the reticulo-endothelial sinuses (Figure
2) and the formation of macrofocal proliferates from
lymphocytes.

Figure1 - chicken spleen in 7 days after
immunization. Dilation of the sinus weak serous
edema of interfollicle zones. The formation of
lymphocytic shaft of the follicles. Staining with
hematoxylin-eosin. Increase 20х10.
The latter were infiltrated by plasmacytes,
macrophages and monocytes, which were absent in
control animals.
The thymus plays a leading role in the immune
system of organism and is the central organ in the
immunogenesis system of animals and birds. In
describing the immune mechanisms we have tried to
characterize some immune-morphological changes
occurring under the influence of immunostimulating
antigen.
In process of macromorphological descriptions
on the sections of chickens’ organs only 5 of 9
experienced birds have been tested to the light-optical
study.
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the same time these changes were accompanied by
thickening of organs stroma, and vasodilatation of the
microcirculative channel in birds.

Figure 2 - proliferation. Lymphocyte- macrophage
and -plasmacyte reactions with aggregation and
interaction of cells. Stained with hematoxylineosin. Increase 40х10.

Figure 3 – thymus in 7 days after immunization.
Thymus cells with vacuolization and activation
processes. Thymus corpuscles with vacuolization
and activation processes of their monoculars on
the background of expressed proliferat and weak
serous edema of its reticuloepithelial base. Stained
with hematoxylin-eosin. Increase 40х10.

The rest of 4 chickens’ thymus were reduced
and atrophied, which is apparently associated with
age and accidental involution. Three chickens which
were killed in 7 days after vaccination, showed
reduction or complete absence of cortical materials of
slices and its infiltration with light cells, and
vacuolation
of
the
brain
substance
in
histoarchitectonics of thymus. Multiple clear
sections, with clearly defined outlines were found In
The latter against which background cell formations
clearly came out mainly from macrophages and
lymphocytes (Figure 3) than in chickens killed in the
later stages of immune process. Against the
background of sparse populations of T lymphocytes a
strong infiltration is often found in early stages than
in late stages after vaccination, of oxyphilic
(eosinophilic), single quite well evolved cells.
Along with fatty degenaration, which occurs at
a relatively early stage of immunogenesis, there was
vacuolar degeneration, in areas consisting only of the
epithelial cells of various sizes, along with the
increased plethora and vasodilation were established.
In the liver, and kidney of chickens in 7 days
after active immunization vascular disorders were
progressed, increased hyperemia, mild edema of the
sinusoids
(Figure
4),
often
leukocytosis,
predominantly mononuclear leukocytes, perivascular
diapedetic hemorrhage, especially in the kidneys
were observed.
Changes were occurring with swelling and a
weak insignificant discoupling of beams, sinusoids
squeezing, blood flow shunting. A weak dystrophy
and necrobiosis of individual cells have been
observed in hepatocytes and nephrocytes.
However, expressed extensive necrosis weren’t
revealed. During this period,, renal tubules of two
from three dead chickens were obturated by swollen
nephrocytes and excrete, glomerules were subjects to
partially pyknosis with basophilic endothelium. At

Figure 4 - Liver 7 days after immunization.
Moderate serous edema and sinusoids dilation.
vessels plethora with leukocytosis. In places
discoupling of hepatocytes. Stained with
hematoxylin-eosin. Increase 20х10.
Fifteen days after vaccination, histoarchitectonics of immune response of spleen in two
chickens was more expressed than in two chickens
from the previous period after vaccination. In this
case, the criterion of hyperplasia of their immune
structures have been characterized by total increase
of number and volume of follicles and enlightenment
of the reactive centers, lymphocytic depletion of the
shaft, but with.
In this case, the criterion of hyperplasia of
immune structures were characterized by an increase
of total number and volume of follicles and
clarification of the reactive centers, depletion of the
lymphocytic shaft, but with a weak tendency to
merge with each other.
Lymphoid histiocytic proliferates in a red pulp
became diffuse focal (Figure 5) with the dominance
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of their cells of plasmacytic number that differed
from the previous period of slaughter after
vaccination, so they were expanded and compressed
the follicles.

transition from rare macrofocal proliferates in a
diffuse one dominated by lymphohistiocytic and
plasmacytic cells. The contours of the reactive
centers of the follicles were not distinguishable,
lymphoid cell proliferates were reduced. In the spleen
of one of the three chickens there was a clear
regeneration with a moderate cell-vascular processes.
30 days after vaccination In the hepatic parenchyma,
there was a complete or partial regeneration with
normal histoarchitectonics. Resynthesis of glycogen
and RNA in hepatocytes, as well as the appearance of
lymphoreticular formations involved in the specific
protection, which indicates the growth of
morphological, detoxification properties of the
hepatic structure are observed.

Figure 5 - Moderately expressed hyperplasia of
the spleen 15 days after immunization. The
number and diffuse dilation of the reactive
centers. The appearance of macrofocal lymphoid
histiocytic and plasmacytic proliferates. Stained
with hematoxylin-eosin. Increase 20х10.
At the same time, in one of the three chickens,
the changes were progressing weaker on intensity of
productive processes in the cell-macrophage and
plasmacytic reactions.
15 days After post-vaccinational period in the
liver of individual chickens the maintenance of the
previously described processes was observed, while
at the same time, the morphological features of the
partial reparative regeneration with restoration of
normal histoarchitectonics were observed.
In kidneys, by contrast, a weak reaction of
alterative components in parts of glomerule structures
was revealed. Capsules of glomerule and capillary
network were somewhat with blurred outlines, a
small
intracapillary edema,
depression
of
endothelium was found in them,. In addition, the
tendency of diapedetic genesis of microhemmorhage
in isolated vessels, vascular response in the
interstitium were observed (Figure 6).
The dilation of intertubular spaces and increased
hyperemia of blood vessels were observed in places
in one chicken, an intense desquamation and
proliferation of nephrocytes were revealed in direct
individual tubules.
30 days after the introduction of biological drug,
by comparison of killed chickens in previous period,
immune mechanisms in two chickens in the structural
elements of the spleen were characterized by the
identity of some morphological characters and
histopictures in the form of expressed subacute
productive splenitis (Figure 7). Noticeable diffuse
manifestation of hyperplasia was accompanied by a

Figure 6 - Kidney 15 days after immunization.
Interstitial and peritubular slight edema and
dilation of the capillaries. Swelling and
desquamation of nephrocytes. Stained with
hematoxylin- eosin. Increase 20х10.
30 days after vaccination kidneys had stereotype
morphological processes of interstitial localization,
despite regeneration processes occurring in all
organs, especially in the liver. However, there was a
clear partial restoration of the renal parenchyma in
one chicken.
From other changes of organs it should be noted
that in some places there is poor serous edema of
intermuscular tissue in the heart, especially on the 15
day after immunization. In the gastrointestinal tract
and the bursa of Fabricius we were unable to detect
any changes. The latter were atrophied due to the age.
According to V.A. Shubin data in pasteurellosis
of chickens hemorrhagic diathesis, dystrophic and
necrotic processes in the internal organs and tissues,
especially in the liver, hemorrhagic enteritis, some
slight changes in the respiratory organs are
progressed. Inflammation is often accompanied by
the phenomena of sepsis, the presence of Pasteurella
in microcircular network, which was not found in our
experience. In numerous studies of immunity strength
and duration [10, 11, 12, 13], post-vaccinational
complications have also not been established.
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Figure 7 - Total hyperplasia with activation of
proliferates
of
lymphoid
hystiocytes
in
interfollicular zone of spleen on the 30day after
immunization. Stained with hematoxylin-eosin.
Increase 20х10.

6.

Thus, protective vaccine of Pasteurella with the
presence of optimal ratios of biochemical ingredients,
prepared on the basis of polypotent, proteincarbohydrate, enzyme medium with the addition of
adjuvant immuno-modulator in an organism of a
year-old chickens, caused a moderate reactivity and
showed immunomorphological high protective
properties by [14, 15, 16], an intramuscular injection
at a dose of 1,0 cm3. Immune mechanisms due to the
vaccine, manifested in the bodies in the dynamics of
macrophage hyperplastic and plasma responses
activation, throughout the observation period.
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